Abstract: Majorcan Catalan postverbal pronominal elements are typically described as being prominent due to stress shift from their host. This study sheds light on the prosodic phonology of these pronouns through the analysis of duration, vowel quality, and f0 in verb + pronominal sequences, which are compared to a baseline condition without pronominals and to the same sequences in a Catalan variety without stress shift. Our results show acoustic differences in the realization of pronominals in these varieties. The duration and vowel quality patterns are consistent with the stress shift account of postverbal pronominals in Majorcan Catalan. Analysis of f0 contours also reveals phonological differences across varieties. Whereas stressed postverbal pronominals are not rare in Romance, Majorcan Catalan is one of a much reduced number of varieties within the Romance domain, where the attachment of a pronominal element to a host triggers "true" stress shift rather than an additional prominence on the pronominal element, like Sardinian or Neapolitan.
Introduction
The current study is concerned with the phonetics and phonology of prosodic prominence in pronominal groups -i. e. sequences formed by a verb and a postverbal pronominal element -in two dialects of Eastern Catalan, Central and Majorcan Catalan. In Catalan, the accusative and the dative pronominal elements -and other pronominals, such as the locative and the partitiveattach to the right of the verb when the latter is used in the imperative modality. These verb (imperative) + pronominal sequences are the object of the present study.
The phonological and dialectological literatures on Majorcan Catalan, a dialect of Catalan spoken on the island of Majorca, affirm that this variety allows for postverbal pronominals of the type that concern us here to receive stress. Central Catalan, on the other hand, does not. 1 The goal of the study is to investigate the phonetic characteristics of prosodic prominence in Catalan pronominal groups with an analysis of vowel duration, fundamental frequency (f0), and vowel quality. By means of a quantitative, laboratory study, we intend to shed light on the prosodic phonology of pronominal elements -and, therefore, of pronominal groups -in these two dialects of Catalan, and in Romance more generally. The study begins with a discussion of the phonological facts as we know them to this date -prior to the present study -as well as with a contextualization of these facts within the frame of reference of the Romance languages. We then proceed to report on the methods and results of our crossdialectal phonetic study. Our main goal is to reach a better understanding of the linguistic facts by means of a detailed acoustic and intonational analysis of experimental data. Some theoretical approaches to these (or similar) phenomena, which have been put forward by a number of scholars over the years, are discussed.
Pronominal elements and stress in Catalan (and Romance)
In certain varieties of Balearic Catalan, including Majorcan Catalan (Bonet and Torres-Tamarit 2010; Bonet and Torres-Tamarit 2011; among others) , sequences of an imperative verb plus a pronominal element are claimed to exhibit prosodic prominence on the latter. In other Eastern varieties of Catalan, including Central Catalan, prosodic prominence is consistently found on the verb. Some scholars believe that the realization of prominence on the pronominal element in Majorcan Catalan constitutes an archaizing trait in this variety, as it is believed that stressed postverbal pronominals were the norm in Old Catalan. Eventually, these became unstressed elements in most contemporary varieties of Catalan (Colomina i Castanyer 2002: 578-579) . 2 Examples of verb and verb + pronominal sequences from Majorcan and Central Catalan are shown in Table 1 .
In Majorcan Catalan, according to Bonet and Torres-Tamarit (2011) , the most prominent syllable is always the last syllable of the pronominal group -i. e. the pronominal element if there is one, or the last one if there are two attached to the verb. This is how other scholars who have reported on this phenomenon of Majorcan Catalan have also described this dialect (e. g. Ordóñez and Repetti 2006) . Bonet and Torres-Tamarit (2011) , however, mention that their description of the Majorcan Catalan pattern is, in fact, a dialectal "abstraction" in the sense that there seems to be subdialectal variation. The most common deviation of the general "final stress shift" pattern found on Majorca, following these scholars, is one according to which stress falls on the penultimate syllable in pronominal groups when the pronominal element is feminine (e. g. bulli-la [buˈʎilə] 'cook it, fem.'). 3 Yet, in their study, Bonet and Torres-Tamarit set out to explain the [tuˈka]
[toˈka] tocar-la 'to touch it (fem.) ' [tuˈkarlə]
[tokəlˈlə]
Note: Throughout this paper the authors use their native-speaker intuitions to make some basic descriptions of the phonological facts. The first author is a native speaker of Central Catalan. The second and third authors are native speakers of Majorcan Catalan. Note that the intuitions of the authors are not the basis of the conclusions reached out at the end of the study.
2 Majorcan Catalan may be classified as a conservative variety also on other grounds, such as the fact that it preserved phonemic, stressed schwa (Gulsoy 1993) . 3 Our intuitions differ from those of the informant of Bonet and Torres-Tamarit (2011) . In particular, for us, clitic groups always receive final stress: bulli-la [buʎiˈlə] 'cook it (fem.)'. This could be due to (sub)dialectal differences between their informant and the two authors of the present study who are native speakers of Majorcan Catalan, the second and the third authors.
Stressed postverbal pronominals
final stress shift pattern exclusively. Therefore, what seems to be common across speakers (and subdialects) of Majorcan Catalan is that pronominal elements are allowed to become stressed, or to alter the stress assignment rules, when they attach to a verb host -even though more than one pattern exists. We shall follow Bonet and Torres-Tamarit (2011) here and restrict our discussion to the "final stress shift" pattern (apparently) most common on Majorca. As explained, in this pattern, stress is typically perceived on the last syllable whenever a pronominal element attaches to a verb host: dóna'm [doˈnəm] 'give to me,' dóna-ho [doˈnəu̯ ] 'give it (neutr.),' dóna-la [donəˈlə] 'give it (fem.),' dóna-me-la [donəməˈlə] 'give it (fem.) to me.' The phonological facts (as we know them to date), however, are based exclusively on impressionistic descriptions, and these are frequently grounded on the intuitions of only one or two speakers. Arguably, a quantitative-phonetic study of verb + pronominal sequences collected from a group of speakers of Majorcan Catalan has the potential to test the accuracy of such dialectological descriptions.
In the Romance linguistics tradition, postverbal pronominals of the type we study here are referred to as "clitics" (or, more specifically, as "enclitics"). Determining whether indeed these clitic elements receive prominence in Majorcan Catalan is potentially very relevant for linguistic theory. By the definition of many scholars, clitics are prosodically weak elements that must attach to a prosodic host, and can neither display prosodic prominence nor affect stress assignment patterns affecting their host. The inability of clitics to receive stress is taken to be one of their defining features, which distinguishes them from other parts of speech (Halpern 1998; Ordoñez and Repetti 2006) . The postverbal pronominals of Majorcan Catalan, thus, do not seem to adhere to this broad characterization. In fact, postverbal pronominals are not entirely uncommon in Romance (see, e. g. Loporcaro 2000; Ordóñez and Repetti 2006; Romanello 2012) . It is therefore crucial that we determine whether postverbal pronominals may indeed receive prominence or not. This can advance our understanding of the real nature of these pronominal elements of Catalan and/or the prosodic phonology of the language -and of Romance, more generally.
A review of the relevant literature suggests that, across the Romance languages and dialects, there is substantial variation in the stress patterns observed in verb + pronominal element sequences. Ordóñez and Repetti (2006) identify five basic stress patterns in pronominal groups in Romance based on two descriptive criteria: (i) whether there is displacement of stress from the verb or not, and, if so, (ii) whether the stress appears in a variable position or it is systematically assigned to one of them, be it the penultimate or the final. As shown in Table 1 , the incorporation of postverbal pronominals to an imperative verb host does not affect the location of stress in Central Catalan -which would thus make this dialect fall into Ordóñez and Repetti's "stress stability group," or Group I-, whereas in the examples from Majorcan Catalan stress is placed on the last syllable -thus assigning this dialect to the "final stress shift group" of Ordóñez and Repetti, or Group V. Other Romance varieties that behave like Central Catalan with respect to stress assignment in clitic groups include, for instance, the standard varieties of Spanish and Italian. Varieties that behave like Majorcan Catalan in that stress is displaced to the last syllable in the pronominal group may include Northern Catalan (Wheeler 1988: 173) , and some varieties of Occitan (Sauzet 1986 ) and Sardinian (Vanrell et al. 2015 ). In the current study, we are exclusively concerned with these two patterns, but see Ordóñez and Repetti (2006: 170) for a more thorough discussion of the remaining three patterns.
Various formal phonological analyses have been proposed to account for the stress shift patterns observed (impressionistically) in Romance varieties (see, e. g., Kenstowicz 1991; Loporcaro 2000; Peperkamp 1995 Peperkamp , 1997 Ordóñez and Repetti 2006 , and references therein). For Neapolitan, Peperkamp (1995) notes that "a string consisting of a verb and two enclitics surfaces with main word stress on the first of the clitics, regardless of the location of stress on the verb. If only one clitic is attached, however, no stress falls on the clitic" (p. 234). Her analysis posits that, in languages that do not allow stress shift in pronominal groups, pronominal elements do not attach to the prosodic word (PW) formed by the host, but rather to a higher level prosodic structure referred to as prosodic phrase (PPh). In these language varieties, according to Peperkamp's analysis, lexical stress is assigned at the level of the PW, not the PPh, which accounts for the fact that pronominals do not affect the position of the stress assigned to their host. In contrast with this pattern, in the varieties in which postverbal pronominals systematically trigger stress shift (such as Neapolitan), pronominal elements attach to the PW, thus allowing them to affect stress assignment processes: [[verb + pronominal] PW ] PPh .
In Neapolitan Italian, the prosodic word (PW) is recursive in cases in which the group has two pronominals, and the pronominals may form a metrical Loporcaro's (2000) analysis posits that the different behavior between languages with stress stability vs. stress shift is due to a parametric difference concerning the assignment of stress. Languages with stress shift would have the capacity to assign stress to the prosodic word lexically and post-lexically, whereas in those with stress stability post-lexical reassignment of stress would not be possible. In all languages, the verb host forms an inner prosodic word (IPW), and pronominals attach to the host within an outer prosodic word (OPW): [[verb] IPW + pronominal] OPW (Loporcaro 2000: 156-157) . In languages that do not allow for post-lexical stress assignment, stress is assigned within the inner prosodic word. In languages with stress shift, such as the Lucanian and Neapolitan varieties (and Majorcan Catalan, it would follow), stress is assigned post-lexically -in the outer prosodic word. What the formalisms of Loporcaro (2000) and Peperkamp (1995 Peperkamp ( , 1997 have in common, and what they share with that of Kenstowicz (1991) , is that, for them, postverbal pronominals are indeed prosodically dependent or weak elements -i. e. they cannot bear stress by themselves -but they can receive some degree of prominence (in some varieties) depending on other prosodic phenomena, such as prosodic-word formation or the scope of stress-assignment rules. The data they set out to explain suggest that in some language varieties, postverbal pronominals (clitics) can indeed receive a certain degree of prominence. Ordóñez and Repetti's (2006) analysis differs drastically from prior accounts, as it is based on morphological facts (cf. Kenstowicz 1991; Monachesi 1996; Peperkamp 1995 Peperkamp , 1997 Loporcaro 2000) . Their account, which follows Cardinaletti and Starke (1999) , is based on a classification of pronouns into three morphological categories: strong pronouns (Italian: telefono a loro 'I call them (on the phone)'), weak pronouns (It.: telefono loro 'I call them (on the phone)'), and true clitics (It.: gli telefono 'I call them (on the phone)'). Strong pronouns are systematically stressed, and true clitics are systematically unstressed -i. e. they may not receive stress on their own, and they may not affect the position of stress when attached to a host, as they always are. Weak pronouns, on the other hand, may receive stress. In cases in which pronominals attach to the right of a host, weak pronouns trigger stress shift, whereas clitics do not. In languages with stable stress on the verb, it follows, postverbal pronominals are defined as true clitics, whereas in languages with stress shift, they are defined as weak pronouns. Some languages that exhibit mixed patterns -i. e. languages where the position of stress may vary depending on the number and nature of the pronominals -would have to allow both true clitics and weak pronouns postverbally. In other words, Catalan pronominal groups that appear to be identical across dialects (on the surface) turn out, under Ordóñez and Repetti's analysis, to differ in important ways: Central Catalan has true clitics, and Majorcan Catalan has weak pronouns. Thus, whether postverbal pronominals may or may not receive stress is not a property of the stress-assignment rules of the language (Loporcaro 2000) nor a property of the prosodic unit to which they attach (Peperkamp 1997) , but a property of their own nature. This analysis, which avoids circularity by arguing that in some dialects, "the stress-shifting pronominal element (i. e. the weak pronoun) has a richer morphological structure than its non-stress-shifting counterpart (i. e. the clitic pronoun)" (p. 182), has the advantage over alternative accounts that it does not need to claim that some languages allow for stressed clitics, which violates what some believe is one of their most basic characteristics (e. g. Halpern 1998) .
In spite of the many differences between them, what the analyses put forth in Peperkamp (1995 Peperkamp ( , 1997 , Loporcaro (2000) , and Ordóñez and Repetti (2006) , among others, have in common is that they assume that stress is either preserved on the verbal host or is moved to another syllable within the unit formed by the verb and the pronominal element(s) -prosodic word or not, depending on the particular account. Peperkamp (1995) had noted, however, that the Neapolitan pattern seems to allow for the presence of two prominences in certain pronominal groups, one on its original position (on the host) and one on the first pronominal of a two-pronoun sequence -i. e. the penultimate syllable of the pronominal group. In an endnote, Peperkamp mentions that the last one of these two stresses is stronger than the first one. Crucially, the first, weaker stress is not a secondary stress in this dialect, but a primary lexical stress. Her conclusion is based on the following phonological facts: In Neapolitan/ɔ/can only appear as [ɔ] in syllables with main stress, and it surfaces as [u] in unstressed position ([ˈpɔrta] 'she brings' alternates with [purˈtatə] 'you (pl.) bring'). The attachment of a pronominal does not trigger vowel raising (i. e. /ɔ/> [u]) in this dialect ([pɔrtaˈtillə] 'bring it with you'). Therefore, according to Peperkamp, the host must retain its lexical, primary stress. Consequently, any prominence on the pronominal element is an additional prominence and not the result of stress shift, which would mean that the attachment of the pronominal does not have, in this dialect, the ability to affect the stress assignment pattern affecting the host. Kim and Repetti (2013) follow up on this observation with a study of the prosody of verb + stressed pronominal elements in Sardinian. They observe that the lexically stressed syllable of the verb consistently presents a high tone, while the penultimate syllable -antepenultimate in words with paragoge -presents a low tone. 5 This low tone may fall on a pronominal element or on the host.
In addition, the acoustic analysis -to our knowledge, Kim and Repetti's study is the only phonetic study of stressed pronominal groups in Romance based on an acoustic exploration of production data -reveals that the syllable associated with the low tone is lengthened substantially, especially in penultimate position. The authors account for these patterns as involving a difference in phrasal stress, not in lexical stress (see Section 1.2 of the present study). They claim that the lexical stress is preserved on the verb, but that the postverbal pronominal is a weak pronoun (not an enclitic, in the terminology of Ordóñez and Repetti [2006] , for instance) and, therefore, can and does receive an intonational pitch accent (i. e. phrasal stress). Thus, according to Kim and Repetti (2013) , and similarly to Neapolitan's, the Sardinian case is not one of stress shift because the lexical stress on the root is preserved.
6
Let us return to the case of Catalan. In Majorcan Catalan, the vowel in the stressed syllable in the verb host seems to undergo phonological vowel reduction when a postverbal pronominal element is attached to it, according to impressionistic data as well as our own native intuitions (Puigròs i Caldentey 2001: 114; Bonet and Torres Tamarit 2011). Phonological vowel reduction in Catalan is conditioned by the absence of lexical stress. Thus, it would appear that, in this Catalan variety, the attachment of a pronominal element to a verb host does trigger stress shift, a displacement of the lexical stress, in the manner that some stress-bearing inflectional or derivational suffixes do (e. g. the diminutive suffix). This would suggest that the Majorcan Catalan pattern differs from the Neapolitan and the Sardinian patterns (Peperkamp 1997; Kim and Repetti 2013) . To our knowledge, however, no detailed acoustic analysis of these sequences has been provided to date, and Majorcan Catalan data have not been the focus of any systematic investigation along these lines. In the light of Peperkamp's (1995) 5 "Paragoge" refers to the epenthesis of a segment at the end of a word. It is a common phenomenon in Sardinian. 6 More specifically, Kim and Repetti (2013) propose a bitonal HL* accent in verb + pronominal sequences. In their analysis, the L* tone is associated with the penultimate syllable, the most prominent syllable, and the H is associated with the stressed syllable of the verb. The problem with Kim and Repetti's (2013) analysis, in our opinion, is that it puts forward a bitonal pitch accent that would be associated with two prosodically prominent syllables. In the autosegmentalmetrical theory (Pierrehumbert 1980) , a bitonal pitch accent is an accent composed of a sequence of two tones (e. g. HL*) that is associated to one metrically prominent syllable (see, e. g. Arvaniti et al. 2000: 120) . In addition, it is not clear (to us) what causes the penultimate syllable to be metrically prominent and thus to be able to attract the low pitch accent. When the penultimate syllable is a pronoun, if the pronoun is stressed, it can anchor a pitch accent. However, it is more difficult to account for the cases where the penultimate syllable is the last syllable of the verb. observation about the absence of stress-induced vowel reduction in Neapolitan in pronominal groups and the Sardinian data analyzed in Kim and Repetti (2013) , it appears to be crucial to document the presence of stress-induced vowel reduction in Majorcan Catalan pronominal groups. If stress-induced vowel reduction is indeed found in Majorcan Catalan, and, if pronominals are indeed prominent in some way, this would imply that this dialect is a member of a much reduced group of true stress shift languages (in verb + pronominal sequences), a group much more reduced than previously thought.
1.2 The phonetics of prominence Section 1.1 shows that Romance varieties with prosodically prominent postverbal pronominals may differ in the type of prominence exhibited on the pronominal element, as well as on whether the verbal host loses its original prominence or not. It is thus important to distinguish between two levels of prosodic prominence.
From now on, we use "stress" to refer to lexical (primary) stress, an abstract property of individual words (Ladd 2008) . In Catalan, lexical stress may fall on any of the last three syllables of the morphological word. Its position is not predictable, although there are some general tendencies (Hualde 1992, among others) . By contrast, we use "accent" to refer to intonational pitch accent. Unlike stress, accent is not a word-level property, but, rather, prominence at the level of the phrase or sentence. Hence, accent is sometimes also referred to as phrasal stress. There is a close relationship between these two levels of prominence: lexically stressed syllables can serve as anchors for intonational pitch accents, which are realized as f0 events (Bolinger 1958) . For a more detailed discussion of these two phenomena and their interrelation, see Ladd (2008: 48-55) . We note that, with the exception of Kim and Repetti (2013) , most of the other articles reviewed above focus exclusively on lexical stress.
In Catalan, it is assumed that stressed syllables tend to be accented, and, thus, that stress and accent typically covary Prieto 2014) . Importantly, however, there are some contexts (e. g. extrasentential elements like sentential adverbs, dislocations, or appositions) in which stressed syllables are generally unaccented (e. g. Astruc 2003; Astruc-Aguilera and Nolan 2007) , and some exceptional cases in which unstressed syllables receive intonational prominence (Nadeu and Hualde 2012) . Stress and accent are, thus, not mutually dependent in Catalan.
As noted in Section 1.1, Catalan presents phonological vowel reduction. In languages with phonological vowel reduction, fewer vowel categories are found in unstressed syllables than in stressed syllables, due to the neutralization of some phonological contrasts in the former position (Crosswhite 2001; Barnes 2006) . In Majorcan Catalan, the stressed vowel system comprises eight vowels (see Table 2 ). Yet, the six stressed non-high vowels are reduced to only two vowels in unstressed position. The non-back vowels /e ɛ a ə/ alternate with unstressed [ə], while /ɔ/ and /o/ surface as [o] in unstressed position (with some exceptions, see Veny 1984; Puigròs i Caldentey 2001; Mascaró 2002) . Similarly, in Central Catalan, with seven stressed vowels (see Table 2 ), /e ɛ a/ merge in [ə] . In addition, the back vowels /ɔ/ and /o/ merge with /u/ in unstressed position (>[u] ) across the board. In neither variety do high vowels participate in phonological vowel reduction. Table 3 shows examples of phonological vowel reduction in both varieties.
These neutralizations are very salient, making vowel quality a strong cue to lexical stress. In addition, vowels /i/ and /u/, which can appear in both stressed and unstressed syllables in Central Catalan, show centralization in unstressed Table 3 : Examples of stress-induced vowel alternations in Majorcan and Central Catalan. The words illustrating the unstressed vowels were the formed by adding the diminutive suffix (-et) to the monosyllables where the vowel appears in stressed position. (Note: In Majorcan Catalan reduction of /e/ is variable, and it is not well-known what factors govern this variation.)
Stressed vowel Majorcan Catalan
Central Catalan Gloss 
Majorcan Catalan
position, although this does not result in any mergers (Nadeu 2014) . Similarly, in exceptional cases, in which phonological vowel reduction fails to apply despite absence of lexical stress (i. e. V + N compounds like rentaplats 'dishwasher'), vowel centralization is also observed (Nadeu 2016) . Despite vowel quality being such a consistent and reliable cue to the Catalan stress distinction, other correlates of stress (controlling for accent) include duration and spectral balance, the former being the most robust (Astruc and Prieto 2006; Nadeu 2016) .
As far as accent is concerned, f0 has been identified as its most robust correlate. Overall intensity, and, to a lesser extent, vowel quality and duration have also been identified as correlates of accent (Ortega-Llebaria and Prieto 2010). A study on emphatic stress -i. e. when a pitch accent is exceptionally associated with a lexically unstressed vowel -reveals that despite exhibiting phonological vowel reduction, vowels with emphatic stress are less centralized and longer than their purely unstressed, unaccented counterparts (Nadeu and Hualde 2012) . 7 On the other hand, a comparison of stressed vowels in (prenuclear) accented and unaccented contexts shows no difference in either size of the vowel space or vowel duration (Nadeu 2016) . 8 This suggests that the correlates of accent may depend on the type of accent (nuclear vs. prenuclear) or on information structure or degree of contrastiveness (broad vs. narrow vs. contrastive focus), although this has not been explored for this language. 
The present study
The present study seeks to investigate the acoustic characteristics of verb + pronominal element sequences in Majorcan Catalan focusing both on the stressed syllable of the verb and on the pronoun itself. We compare the Majorcan prosodic patterns to those of Central Catalan, a variety in which postverbal pronominals do not receive prosodic prominence (i. e. they are typically perceived to be unstressed). That is, while reports abound that postverbal pronominals are stressed in Majorcan Catalan, no such reports exist for Central Catalan. Our research questions are as follows: (i) Do we observe evidence of higher prominence in the postverbal pronominals of Majorcan Catalan than in those of Central Catalan?; and if so, (ii) does the stressed syllable in the verb form preserve (any type of) prominence in Majorcan Catalan when the postverbal pronominal receives stress? In other words, does the prominence on the pronominal reflect a true case of stress shift or is this prominence independent from that of the verb stem, as it seems to occur in Sardinian and Neapolitan (Peperkamp 1995; Kim and Repetti 2013) ?
The first goal is, therefore, to confirm that the postverbal pronominal shows prominence in Majorcan Catalan, which is expected to result in a longer duration of the Majorcan Catalan pronoun with respect to a baseline. In the present study, Central Catalan serves as the baseline against which to compare Majorcan Catalan, as no prominence is expected on the pronominal element in the former.
Turning to the second research question, we compare sequences of imperative verbs followed by a full noun phrase (a definite article and a noun), a postverbal pronominal, and a postverbal pronominal followed by more material. If the descriptive accounts that indicate stress shift in Majorcan Catalan are accurate, the stressed syllable on the verb stem would only be stressed when there is no postverbal pronominal attached to it, whereas, in the examples with postverbal pronominals, the vowel in the pronominal would receive stress. If that is indeed the case in Majorcan Catalan, the stressed vowel in the verb is expected to undergo phonological vowel reduction when a postverbal pronominal is attached to it. This should be visible mainly in differences in vowel height (most neutralizations in Catalan involve vowel raising, see Herrick 2003 Herrick , 2005 and duration: Higher and shorter vowels in the verb when followed by a pronominal element would provide evidence of the stresslessness of the vowel in the verb host and indicate that postverbal pronominals trigger true stress shift in Majorcan Catalan. In contrast, in Central Catalan, the lexically stressed syllable in the verb stem is hypothesized to remain stressed in all three conditions. Therefore, it is not expected to vary substantially in the three conditions. Finally, an analysis of the f0 patterns in verb + pronominal element sequences in these languages would also shed light on their prosodic structure.
In summary, we aim to elucidate the phonological facts of the different prosodic patterns in verb + pronominal element sequences in two different Catalan varieties through the analysis of vowel duration and quality, and f0 movements -identified as correlates of different levels of prominence -in (imperative) verb + pronominal element sequences.
Method 2.1 Participants
The data were produced by 16 female Catalan speakers: 8 speakers of Central Catalan and 8 speakers of Majorcan Catalan. The Central Catalan speakers (mean age = 25, SD = 6, range = 18-35) were recruited and recorded in Tarragona, where they live. The city of Tarragona is the capital of the southernmost province in Catalonia, and it has a population of approximately 133,000. The Majorcan Catalan speakers (mean age = 27, SD = 5.5, range = 21-40) were recorded in two different locations on the island of Majorca. Six of the Majorcan speakers were recorded in Palma, the capital and largest city on the island (approx. 400,000 inhabitants). The other two Majorcan speakers were from Manacor, the second largest city on the island (approx. 25,000 inhabitants). There are no reported differences between the (sub)varieties of Manacor and Palma with respect to pronominal group accentuation.
The participants were bilingual speakers of Catalan and Spanish. The Bilingual Language Profile Questionnaire (BLP; Birdsong et al. 2012 ) was administered as a prescreening procedure to ensure dominance in Catalan. In this way, we minimized any interference effects from Spanish. Through a series of questions about the speaker's language history, daily language use, linguistic proficiency, and attitudes toward their two languages, the BLP yields a language dominance score ranging from −218 to + 218, where values close to 0 represent balanced bilingualism, and the extremes represent monolingualism in either one or the other language. In the way we implemented the BLP, positive scores are indicative of dominance in Catalan, and negative scores are indicative of dominance in Spanish. Our speakers' mean BLP score was 56.7 (range = 4.5-130.8), indicating that they were dominant in Catalan. Interestingly, our eight Central Catalan speakers (mean BLP score = 94.12, SD = 18.27, range = 74.65-130.32) were more dominant in Catalan than were our Majorcan speakers (mean BLP score = 19.29, SD = 18.28, range = 4.54-55.84). This is not entirely surprising if we take into account the different sociolinguistic situations of our two research sites, partially the result of differences between the Autonomous Communities of Catalonia and the Balearic Islands in their official language policies, and in how these have been implemented (or not). It is also possible that the lower dominance for Majorcan speakers is due to the fact that six of them were from Palma, where only 55 % of the inhabitants can speak Catalan (Institut d'Estadística de les Illes Balears 2010: 2), whereas 81.2 % of inhabitants of the region where our Central Catalan speakers come from (Camp de Tarragona) can (Institut d'Estadística de Catalunya 2015: 147). At any rate, we wish to reiterate the point that all of our speakers were dominant in Catalan and native speakers of their respective varieties of the language. 
Materials
For each of the seven vowels that form the stressed vowel system in Central Catalan, a verb was selected in the imperative, second person singular form: /i/, estira 'pull'; /e/, pesa 'weigh'; /ɛ/, enterra 'bury'; /a/, taca 'stain'; /ɔ/, toca 'play (music)'; /o/, aboca 'pour'; /u/, cura 'cure'. The target sequences elicited consisted of the second person singular imperative form followed by an accusative pronominal (condition 1) or an accusative pronominal and the second person singular nominative pronoun (condition 2). The second person singular subject pronoun is stressed in both varieties. The baseline condition (condition 0), with no stress shift in any variety, contained the imperative verb form followed by the feminine article and a feminine noun. Examples are shown in (1).
(1) Condition 0:
Toca la cançó 'Play the song' Condition 1:
Toca-la 'Play it' Condition 2:
Toca-la tu 'You play it'
As shown in (1), the feminine definite article (la) and the pronominal (la 'feminine accusative pronominal element') used in all the sentences have the same form, . Note that all acoustic measurements were conducted solely on the vowels, and the vowel phonemes are identical in all cases. Participants were asked to read the materials, which were embedded in a carrier phrase, as shown in (2). Each carrier phrase first elicited a sentence belonging to condition 0 and then a sentence belonging to conditions 1 or 2 (in the example in (2) the second sentence illustrates condition 2). Sentences of conditions 1 and 2 were presented in separate blocks.
(2) Central C.: Em va dir: "toca la cançó". I jo li vaig dir: "toca-la tu". Majorcan C.: Me va dir: "toca sa cançó". I jo li vaig dir: "toca-la tu". '(S/he) told me, "play the song." And I told him/her, "you play it."' There were a total of 14 target carrier phrases (7 vowels × 2 conditions), interspersed with an equal number of utterances containing imperatives and different pronominals, here considered fillers and thus not analyzed. Speakers produced each sentence three times, in three blocks with different random orders. Because the sentences in condition 0 were included in each target sentence, we obtained six repetitions of those sentences per speaker.
We limit our analysis to target sequences containing vowels /ɛ a ɔ/ in the verb and discard the data pertaining to vowels /i e o u/. As noted in the introduction, /ɛ a ɔ/ participates in stress-conditioned vowel alternations, but the high vowels do not. This is relevant here because, if Majorcan Catalan verb + -pronominal sequences exhibit stress shift, we should be able to see it most clearly in the stressed vowel in the verb. That is, if the presence of prominence on the pronominal element results from stress shift, the syllable that was stressed in the root of the verb becomes unstressed when the pronominal is attached. Therefore, phonological vowel reduction should apply: in Majorcan Catalan, /ɛ/ should be realized as [ə] , /a/ as [ə] , and /ɔ/ as [o] . These alternations should be very obvious in the analysis of vowel quality. Table 2 shows that /e/ and /o/ also participate in processes of phonological vowel reduction, at least in one of the dialects. We exclude these two vowels for different reasons. Some of our Tarragona speakers produced pesa with [ɛ], instead of [e] (this is not entirely unexpected, see Recasens 1993) , which introduced unwanted variability. The phoneme /o/ was consistently produced as expected ([o] ), but it appeared after /b/, which, in both Catalan dialects (but more strongly in Central Catalan), spirantizes to [β] in intervocalic position, among other contexts (see Hualde et al. 2010) . This made it difficult to obtain reliable duration measurements. In addition, /o/ does not participate in any alternation in Majorcan Catalan, only in Central Catalan. Therefore, we restricted the analysis to /ɛ a ɔ/.
The inclusion of condition 2 responds to the expectation that, in condition 1, the vowel in the pronoun will undergo lengthening, even when there is no stress shift, due to the fact that it is utterance-final. (On final lengthening, see, e. g. Wightman et al. 1992 , among many others.) Thus, by placing the subject pronoun at the end, the verb + pronominal sequence becomes nonfinal in this condition, condition 2. If we still observe lengthening of the postverbal pronominal in condition 2, we can attribute it to stress shift (or, at least, stress assignment). Similarly, it is known that in Catalan, as well as in other languages, prenuclear and nuclear pitch accents may differ in shape or f0 peak alignment (Prieto 2014) . Thus, differences observed between condition 0 and 1 may not be unambiguously attributed to stress shift, but could rather also stem from the fact that the target sequence occupies different positions within the intonational phrase, one final and the other nonfinal. In condition 2, the second person singular nominative pronoun (tu), which is stressed, is utterance-final and presumably carries the nuclear pitch accent of the phrase.
As follows from this discussion, the difference between Central and Majorcan Catalan with regards to the realization of verb + pronominal sequences should be most obvious in the first (i. e. the vowel in the verb) and the third (i. e. the vowel in the pronominal element) vowels.
Procedure
The Central Catalan speakers were recorded in a sound-attenuated booth at the phonetics laboratory of the Universitat Rovira i Virgili (Tarragona), using a Fostex DC-R302 digital recorder connected to a Sound Devices MixPre-D compact field mixer and a head-mounted condenser Audix HT5 microphone. The data were digitized at 44.1 kHz, with 16-bit quantization. The Majorcan Catalan speakers were recorded in a quiet room of their choosing in their own homes. The recording equipment was a condenser AKG C520 head-mounted microphone and a Sound Devices USBPre 2 computer audio interface (pre-amplifier + analogto-digital converter). The speech signal was sampled at 44.1 kHz, with 16-bit quantization. The microphone pre-amplifier of the Sound Devices USBPre 2 and that of the Sound Devices MixPre-D are identical. The quality of the signals recorded in Tarragona and Majorca is fully comparable.
The first author, a native speaker of Central Catalan, collected the data in Tarragona, and the third one, a native speaker of Majorcan Catalan, collected the data on Majorca. Both researchers are Catalan-dominant Catalan-Spanish bilinguals. The researcher greeted the participants in Catalan and gave them a consent form in this language. The recording session began with a series of general questions to make the participants feel comfortable in the sound-treated booth (in Tarragona) or wearing the head-mounted microphone (in both locations). They then completed the experiment, which consisted of reading the sentences, presented to them on a computer screen, one at a time. The pace was controlled by the researcher. Each sentence was presented three times, in three separate randomized blocks.
Acoustic and quantitative analyses
Our acoustic analyses focus on three vowels from each target verb + pronominal sequence -i. e. three vowels from each target token. The lexically stressed vowel in the stem of the verb (e. g. the /ɔ/ in toca), the posttonic vowel in the verb (always schwa), and the vowel in the pronominal/article (always schwa) were manually segmented using the synchronized waveform and spectrogram display in Praat (Boersma and Weenink 2015) . We used standard segmentation criteria to identify the onsets and offsets of vowels in the acoustic signal (Turk et al. 2006) . Duration, mean f0, and F1 over the entire vowel were automatically extracted for each vowel token using a Praat script. Frequency values were then converted from Hz to mel units, a perceptual log-based scale (Stevens et al. 1937 ). This conversion was done with Praat's buit-in function hertzToMel (x), which uses the formula in (3), where x stands for a given value in Hz. Finally, in order to calculate an acoustic index of vowel height, f0 values were subtracted from F1 values.
(3) 550 ln(1 + x/550)
The duration and height values were transformed to z-scores to normalize across speakers. Before performing the normalization, three repetitions of each condition 0 token were randomly deleted, so that there was a balanced number of tokens per condition.
10 This was done to ensure the same number of tokens in each condition. The total number of sequences analyzed is 432 (3 vowels in the verb × 3 conditions × 2 language varieties × 8 speakers × 3 repetitions). Two different types of analyses were carried out. In the by-position analyses, we compare the duration and vowel height of the lexically stressed vowel in the verb across all three conditions. The duration of the vowel in the third syllable (the accusative pronominal or article) is also compared across all three conditions. The data were analyzed with repeated-measures ANOVAs, using the ez package (Lawrence 2013) for R (R Core Team 2013). Planned comparisons were explored using t-tests (with significance threshold at p 0.05/2 = 0.025).
In the within-word-position analysis, we compare the f0 values of each of the three vowels within each token (i. e. the lexically stressed vowel in the verb root, the posttonic vowel in the verb, and the vowel in the pronominal/article). This is done in order to examine the overall, rough f0 contours displayed by the target pronominal groups. We went beyond conducting a cursory visual inspection of the contours and developed a quantitative measure to conduct statistical comparisons. First, for each token extracted, we calculated the difference between vowel 1 (V1) and vowel 2 (V2) in terms of their mean f0 (stress vowel of the root minus posttonic vowel), and then that between vowels 2 and 3 (posttonic vowel minus vowel on the pronominal/article). In this way, we can compare the degree of change (f0 rise or fall) between consecutive vowels across conditions, and we can also compare the degree of f0 change between the V1-V2 differences and the V2-V3 differences. In both f0 change measures, a positive value indicates an overall f0 rise in the contour between the two consecutive vowels, and a negative one indicates an overall f0 fall between the two vowels (see Simonet 2009 ). Note that we transformed the differences to z-scores to normalize across speakers. We also performed a manual prosodic transcription of a subset of the data following the Cat_ToBI proposal .
Results

Across-word patterns: Duration and vowel height
In this subsection, we compare duration and vowel height values for vowels in the same prosodic position (the stressed syllable in the verb, or the postverbal pronominal) across conditions: condition 0 (verb + full noun phrase), condition 1 (verb + pronominal), and condition 2 (verb + pronominal + subject pronoun 'tu'). This is thus a paradigmatic analysis. Figure 1 shows normalized duration values (z-scores) for vowels /ɛ a ɔ/ in the three conditions: 0, 1, 2. Cursory visual inspection reveals a different pattern for the two varieties. In Majorcan Catalan, a progressive decrease in vowel duration from condition 0 to condition 2, with condition 1 with values in between, is evident.
Duration: Lexically stressed vowel in the verb
11 For Central Catalan, the stressed vowel duration is similar in conditions 0 and 2, but peaks in condition 1. An ANOVA with Vowel (/ɛ a ɔ/) and Condition (0, 1, 2) as within-subjects factors and Dialect (Majorcan, Central) as a between-subjects factor returned significant effects of Condition (F(2,28) = 16.71, p < 0.001) and of Vowel (F(2,28) = 20.90, p < 0.001), as well as significant interactions between Dialect and Condition (F(2,28) = 13.97, p < 0.001) and Vowel and Condition (F(4,56) = 6.24, p < 0.001).
To explore the Dialect by Condition interaction, the data were separated by dialect, and an ANOVA with Condition and Vowel as within-subjects factors was run for each dialect. Both Condition and Vowel were significant in the two analyses (i. e. for each dialect), as were the interactions -see Table 4 . Data 11 A reviewer notes that, compared to Central Catalan, there is more variability in Majorcan Catalan, at least in condition 2. While we have no explanation for that, the reviewer suggests the possibility that there is, in some instances, prefocal deaccentuation, since tu is contrastively focused.
subsets, separated by dialect and vowel, were then submitted to statistical analysis with Condition as the only factor. Table 5 presents the results of the six separate ANOVAs (3 vowels × 2 dialects), all of which were significant, except that for Majorcan vowel /ɔ/. For all remaining vowels, two paired t-tests were 
Majorcan Catalan
Central Catalan 
Stressed postverbal pronominals carried out, one comparing stressed vowel duration in condition 0 and condition 1, and another comparing condition 0 to condition 2.
The results indicate that, in Majorcan Catalan, the vowel in the verb is significantly shorter in condition 2 than in condition 0, but there is no difference between conditions 0 and 1. This general pattern does not hold for /ɔ/. Central Catalan exhibits a different pattern, where condition 0 and condition 1 are significantly different from each other for all vowels, condition 1 leading to an increase in vowel duration relative to condition 0. Additionally, vowel /ɛ/ also shows a significant difference between conditions 0 and 2, one that does not hold for the other two vowels.
Duration: Vowel in the postverbal pronominal/article
Figure 2 reveals the same trend for both dialects regarding the duration of the vowel in the pronominal/article: The vowel is shorter in condition 0 than in condition 2, and in both conditions, it is shorter than in condition 1. The differences, although in the same direction, are enhanced in Majorcan (relative to Central) Catalan. An ANOVA with Condition as a within-subjects factor and Dialect as a between-subjects factor yielded significant effects of Condition (F(1.41,19.80) = 83.93, p < 0.001) and a significant interaction between the two factors (F(1.41,19.80) = 8.32, p < 0.01). Vowel was not included in this analysis because the vowel in the pronominal/article is always schwa. The interaction was explored by dividing the data by dialect and running two separate ANOVAs, one per dialect, with Condition as the only factor. Condition was significant in both models, as shown in Table 6 . Planned comparisons using paired t-tests, the results of which are also shown in Table 6 , indicate that the vowel in the article in condition 0 is shorter than the vowel in the pronominal element in conditions 1 and 2 in both varieties. The interaction is due to the larger difference between conditions in Majorcan Catalan than in Central Catalan. (Nadeu 2014) . Like for duration, the two dialects exhibit different patterns. In Majorcan Catalan, a progressive Table 6 : Results of the separate ANOVAs with Clitic Vowel Duration as dependent variable per dialect, as well as the t-tests comparing condition 0 to conditions 1 and 2. Degrees of freedom for both ANOVAs (2,14). Degrees of freedom for all t-tests (7).
Vowel height: Lexically stressed vowel in the verb
Condition (ANOVA)
c-c c-c Stressed postverbal pronominals increase in vowel height is evident from condition 0 to 1 and from 1 to 2. That is, in conditions 1 and 2, /a/ and /ɔ/ are significantly raised compared to condition 0. In Central Catalan, vowel height does not seem to change between conditions 0 and 2, but it peaks slightly in condition 1. We also note that, overall, /a/ and /ɔ/ are lower in Majorcan Catalan than they are in Central Catalan, which is in line with the findings in Carrera-Sabaté and Fernández-Planas (2005) and Recasens and Espinosa (2006) . The ANOVA with Dialect as a between-subjects factor, and Condition and Vowel (/a ɔ/) as within-subjects factors, yielded significant results of Dialect (F(1,14) = 6.67, p < 0.05), Condition (F(2,28) = 7.48, p < 0.01), and Vowel (F(1,14) = 12.15, p < 0.01), as well as a significant interaction between Dialect and Condition (F(2,28) = 14.84, p < 0.001). To explore the interaction, we ran two ANOVAs, one per dialect, with Condition as the only factor. Condition was found to be significant in both analyses (Table 7) .
For Majorcan Catalan, the two post-hoc comparisons showed that the vowel in condition 0 is significantly different (lower) than in conditions 1 and 2. In Central Catalan, the stressed vowel is lower in condition 1 than in condition 0, but no difference is found between the vowels in condition 0 and 2.
Within-word patterns
This subsection explores the f0 patterns found in our sequences in the three conditions using two different methods. In Section 3.2.1, we compare f0 values in different syllables within the same word across conditions. This allows, roughly, for a quantitative analysis of the shape of the f0 contour or track associated with each target sequence of verb + [lə]/[sə], where [lə]/[sə] could be either an article (condition 0) or the accusative pronominal element [lə] (conditions 1 and 2). More specifically, we compare the f0 difference between the first (V1) and second (V2) vowel with that between the second (V2) and third (V3) vowel. In Section 3.2.2, we discuss a qualitative analysis of the data. 
14). Degrees of freedom for all t-tests (15).
Condition (ANOVA)
c-c c-c
Quantitative analysis of f0
Figure 4 shows average normalized f0 values for vowels V1, V2, and V3 associated with the three verb + [lə]/[sə] sequences in our conditions 0, 1, and 2, in Central and Majorcan Catalan. Note that these metrics are not examined statistically as such, but the plots are included to illustrate the shape of the f0 contour associated with verb + pronominal sequences. Figure 4 shows V1-V2-V3 f0 contours as a function of condition and dialect. The average contours suggest the following differences and similarities between Majorcan and Central Catalan: in condition 0, Majorcan Catalan exhibits a rising-then-flat (or rising and then slightly falling) contour from V1 to V2 and then V3. Central Catalan exhibits a rising-then-falling contour. In this condition, the contours differ only slightly between the two dialects. Condition 1 is where the two dialects differ more drastically. In this condition, Majorcan Catalan displays a falling contour; the fall is apparently flatter between V1 and V2 and steeper between V2 and V3. Central Catalan, on the other hand, has a falling-then-flat contour; that is, there Stressed postverbal pronominals is a steep fall between V1 and V2, and then the f0 negligibly falls between V2 and V3. Finally, in condition 2, the two dialects exhibit relatively similar contours: there is a rising-then-falling contour in both dialects. There seems to be a difference in the steepness of the initial rise between V1 and V2 -the rise is steeper in Central than in Majorcan Catalan. In order to understand the actual metrics we used, f0 distance for V1-V2 and V2-V3, the following fact must be noted: a negative value stands for an f0 rise, and a positive value stands for an f0 fall. Figure 5 shows the f0 distance between the three vowels in the three conditions for both dialects separately.
In condition 0, the two dialects seem to display comparable patterns: V1-V2 is negative, and V2-V3 is (slightly) positive. This means that, in this condition, for both dialects, there is a sharp f0 rise from V1 to V2. In Central Catalan, the V2-V3 metric is positive, which means that there is an obvious fall from V2 to V3. In Majorcan Catalan, this metric is also positive, but it is closer to zero, which suggests that f0 is slightly falling (or flatter) in this section of the sequence. As noted, there is an obvious interdialectal difference in the shape of f0 contours in condition 1. Central Catalan exhibits a concave contour -i. e. falling-then-flat. Majorcan Catalan, on the other hand, displays a convex contour -i. e. while the f0 also falls between V1 and V2, the fall is steep only between V2 and V3. Finally, regarding condition 2, both dialects have a risingthen-falling contour, although the f0 excursion is larger in Central Catalan.
An ANOVA with f0 Distance as dependent variable, Condition (0, 1, 2), and section of the sequence or Position (V1-V2, V2-V3) as within-subjects factors, and Dialect as a between-subjects factor found significant effects of Position (F(1,14) = 55.25, p < 0.001) and Condition (F(2,28) = 34.08, p < 0.001). The interaction between Position and Condition (F(2,28) = 30.74, p < 0.001) was also significant, and there was a three-way interaction as well (F(2,28) = 7.73, p < 0.01).
In order to explore these interactions, the data were separated by dialect, and ANOVAs with Condition and Position as factors were run for each dialect. The results are summarized in Table 8 . The results show that, for both dialects, there are Position and Condition effects as well as a significant two-way interaction. With six separate pairwise comparisons (paired t-tests), we explored the effects of Position as a function of Condition for the two languages (see Table 9 ). The t-tests showed that all pairwise comparisons between the V1-V2 and V2-V3 f0 distances were significant except one: that corresponding to condition 1 in Majorcan Catalan. In other words, the findings were as follows: in condition 0, there is a rise and then a fall for both dialects. These two sections of the contour are statistically different from each other for both dialects. In condition 1, the first section (V1-V2) differs from the second (V2-V3) only in Central Catalan, not in Majorcan Catalan. This means that the f0 contour is falling-then-flat in Central Catalan and linearly falling in Majorcan Catalan. Finally, regarding condition 2, both dialects have a rising-then-falling contour, and thus the first (V1-V2) and second (V2-V3) sections differ from each other in both dialects.
A second way in which we explored the three-way interaction between Position, Condition, and Dialect in the omnibus ANOVA consisted in dividing the dataset set as a function of Condition and exploring the effects of Dialect independently 
Majorcan Catalan
Central Catalan Table 9 : Results of the t-tests comparing the f0 distance between V1 and V2 to that between V2 and V3 in each condition by dialect. All degrees of freedom (7).
Majorcan Catalan Central Catalan
Stressed postverbal pronominals for the three conditions. Table 10 summarizes the effects of three ANOVAs with Position as a within-subjects factor and Dialect as a between-subjects one. What we are interested in with regard to these comparisons is whether any of these analyses of variance can detect an interaction between Position and Dialecti. e. the main effects are of relatively little importance, if found. The ANOVA on condition 1 finds effects of Position so that the first section of the f0 track (V1-V2) differs in shape from the second one (V2-V3); i. e. first, there is a rise and then a fall. Since there are no Position by Dialect interactions, it is suggested that the overall shape of the f0 track does not differ as a function of Dialect -there is a rise and then a fall similarly for both dialects.
With respect to condition 1, an interaction between the two factors is detected, but no main effects. Overall, the shape of the f0 track in this condition is fallingthere is a fall between V1 and V2, and the fall continues between V2 and V3. On average, this is true for both dialects. Since there is an interaction, however, it is suggested that the shape of the f0 track is not identical across the two dialects. In particular, there is a non-significant trend for the V1-V2 section to be steeper in Central Catalan than in Majorcan Catalan (t(7) = 2.17, p = 0.067) and a significant difference in steepness between the two dialects in the V2-V3 section (t(7) = −2.54, p = 0.038). This suggests that the second section of the falling f0 track is steeper in Majorcan Catalan than it is in Central Catalan. Finally, the findings regarding condition 2 are comparable to those of condition 0: there is no interaction between Position and Dialect, which suggests that the two dialects display similar f0 tracks in this condition. The corresponding ANOVA detects significant effects of Position, which shows that V1-V2 is a rise that significantly differs from the fall in V2-V3. This rising-thenfalling f0 track is similar across groups, hence the lack of an interaction.
To summarize, the statistical analyses reported in this subsection show that the two dialects have similar f0 tracks in conditions 0 and 2 -i. e. they have rising-then-falling tracks -but they differ significantly in how they produce condition 1. In condition 1, both dialects have overall falling tracks, but there is (1,14).
a steeper fall in the second section of the track (V2-V3) in Majorcan than in Central Catalan. The second relevant finding is that, for both dialects, the risingthen-falling contour in condition 0 has a steep rise and a shallow fall while in condition 2 it has both a shallow rise and fall -i. e. the f0 excursion in condition 0 is greater than that in condition 2 for both dialects.
Prosodic transcription
As our data were not designed with the intention to perform an intonational annotation (i. e. we included voiceless stops whenever possible to facilitate vowel segmentation), 12 we present here a preliminary transcription based on visual and aural inspection, couched within the Autosegmental Metrical framework (Pierrehumbert 1980) and, more specifically, the Cat_ToBI system for the annotation of Catalan intonation . We transcribe the tonal events associated with metrically prominent syllables (these are called "pitch accents") and those associated with the ends of prosodic units ("boundary tones"). We randomly selected 15-20 tokens per condition per dialect (at least two tokens per speaker, including different verbs), making sure that the most common patterns were well-represented. For both varieties, all the condition 0 tokens annotated presented a rising pitch accent. In the vast majority of cases, this rising accent displayed a delayed peak (L + <H*), which culminates in a posttonic syllable. However, in Majorcan Catalan, a very limited subset (three out of 20) of the tokens analyzed had a rising pitch accent aligned with the stressed syllable (L + H*). This rising pitch accent aligned with the stressed syllable may be due to the fact that speakers may be focalizing the verb rather than placing the nuclear accent on the object, as would be expected under broad focus conditions. Figure 6 shows a representative realization of this contour for both language varieties. In conditions 1 and 2, the two varieties differ substantially.
In Central Catalan, condition 1 tokens typically display a rising pitch accent aligned with the stressed syllable (L + H*) followed by an L% boundary tone associated with the last syllable in the sequence. Figure 6 illustrates this contour. In condition 2, we expect two pitch accents (a prenuclear pitch accent associated with the verb and the nuclear pitch accent associated with the subject pronoun 'tu') and a boundary tone. The most common pattern observed in this variety (illustrated in Figure 6 ) is an L + <H* on the verb, a low accent (L*) on 'tu', and a falling boundary tone (L%). The prenuclear pitch accent (anchored on the stressed syllable of the verb) is also realized as an L + H* pitch accent in a few cases (like in condition 0 for Majorcan Catalan). Another variation that is observed in very few cases, both in conditions 1 and 2, is a sustained (mid) or high boundary tone (!H% or H% respectively) instead of an L%. These mid or high boundary tones, however, are very rare.
Turning to Majorcan Catalan, the prosodic annotation revealed that not all tokens recorded present stress shift (although the majority do). In some of these tokens, the stressed syllable of the verb was perceived to be accented, and it clearly showed unreduced vowel quality. In condition 1, this type of tokens is realized with an L + H* on the verb and an L% boundary tone, just like in Central Catalan. A few of them were also perceived to have tonal prominence on the pronominal, but it is unclear whether this was due to another pitch accent or could be due to the presence of the boundary tone. In the cases where the stressed vowel of the verb showed reduction, and the pronominal was clearly perceived to have intonational prominence, the pronominal is most commonly realized as an L* followed by an L%. Interestingly enough, there seems to be a pitch accent anchored on the first syllable of the word (the stressed syllable in toca or taca, the pretonic in enterra) as well. This is typically realized as a rising pitch accent. This pattern (L + H*, with or without peak delay, on the verb; L* on the pronominal, and an L% boundary tone, shown in Figure 6 ) is the most common when stress shift occurs. Only two cases were perceived to display prominence on the pronominal exclusively.
In condition 2, when stress shift does not occur (major prominence perceived on the verb, and the verb does not display vowel reduction), the sequence is realized with an L + <H* pitch accent on the verb (L + H* is also possible, although less common, like in condition 0) and an L* on 'tu', followed by an L% boundary tone. When stress shift occurs, the pattern is actually the same. The verb presents a rising pitch accent, but the vowel is clearly unstressed (it shows vowel reduction). It is not clear from our data (because of the contiguity of the pronominal and the 'tu') whether the pronominal also receives an L* in this sequence or whether it is deaccented due to the stress clash (see Prieto et al. 2001 ). This pattern is, thus, identical (or very similar on the surface) to the configuration that we find in Central Catalan.
In Section 4, we connect the findings from our quantitative and qualitative analyses of f0.
Discussion
Summary of findings
The purpose of the quantitative investigations reported was to verify prior claims based on impressionistic observations according to which the varieties under study differ in their prosodic prominence patterns in verb + pronominal sequences. In particular, Majorcan Catalan had been described as a dialect that allows for postverbal pronominal elements to be stressed (or to receive some level of prominence), while Central Catalan does not.
One of the acoustic manifestations of prosodic prominence we analyzed was the duration patterns of the sequences under investigation. We compared the duration of the stressed vowel in the verb in three conditions (condition 0: toca la/sa cançó 'play the song'; condition 1: toca-la 'play it'; condition 2: toca-la tu 'you play it') and observed that, in Majorcan Catalan, the vowel was longer in condition 0 than in condition 2, but the difference between conditions 0 and 1 was not significant. In Central Catalan, duration of the stressed vowel did not differ between conditions 0 and 2, but the vowel was longer in condition 1 compared to condition 0.
A second aspect of the analysis was concerned with the duration of the vowel in the pronominal/article, la/sa [lə]/[sə]. This analysis revealed a similar pattern for both languages: [ə] is shorter in condition 0 than in the other two conditions. The durational differences between condition 0 and the other two conditions are magnified in Majorcan Catalan with respect to Central Catalan, but they are significant and in the same direction in both dialects.
We also examined the vowel quality of the vowel in the verb root (/a ɔ/, as /ɛ/ was excluded). We measured only one aspect of vowel quality, height, given that it is more relevant to determine the presence of phonological vowel reduction for vowels /a ɔ/. In Majorcan Catalan, these vowels were found to be lower in condition 0 than in conditions 1 and 2. In Central Catalan, however, /a ɔ/ were lower in condition 1 than in the other two conditions. The cross-dialectal patterns that pertain to the duration and vowel quality analyses are summarized in Table 11 .
Finally, a quantitative analysis of the f0 contours or tracks associated with the three syllables of the pronominal group (or verb + pronominal sequence) revealed that, in both varieties, conditions 0 and 2 are realized in a Table 11 : Summary of differences and similarities across experimental conditions (condition 0, 1, 2) detected by means of statistical scrutiny of acoustic variables (duration of the lexically stressed vowel in the verb, duration of the vowel in the clitic/article, vowel height) as a function of dialect (Majorcan Catalan, Central Catalan).
Majorcan Catalan Central Catalan
Duration of vowel in verb
A is similar to B; "A > B" A is greater than B; "A < B" B is greater than A; "A >> B" A is much greater than B; "A << B" B is much greater than A; "0" condition 0; "1" condition 1; "2" condition 2.
similar fashion: the verb + pronominal sequences are produced with a rising-thenfalling contour. The two varieties differ in the characteristics of the contour, exhibit in condition 1: whereas both varieties show a falling contour, the fall from the second to the third syllable is more pronounced in Majorcan Catalan than it is in Central Catalan. For Central Catalan, a qualitative analysis of the prosodic patterns shows that prenuclear accents in conditions 0 and 2 are typically realized as L + <H*, and that boundary tones are commonly realized as an L% (conditions 1 and 2). The nuclear accent in condition 1 is typically an L + H*. The nuclear accent in condition 2 (associated with 'tu') is realized with a low pitch accent (L*). For Majorcan Catalan, the contours in conditions 0 and 2 are the same that we observe in Central Catalan. In condition 1, tokens without stress shift are realized with an L + H* L% nuclear configuration. Tokens with stress shift reveal an extra prominence on the verb (L + <H* or L + H*) and an L* on the pronominal (and an L% boundary tone).
Is there evidence that pronominals show higher prominence in Majorcan Catalan?
The duration of the last vowel in the target sequences (occurring in the article la/sa or the pronominal la) was analyzed in order to determine whether, in Majorcan Catalan (relative to Central Catalan), it was lengthened in the conditions with a pronominal with respect to the baseline condition (condition 0). A lengthening in this direction might indicate stress shift. As summarized, this vowel is shorter in condition 0 than in the other two conditions in both varieties, although the effect is of a larger magnitude in Majorcan Catalan. In condition 1, the pronominal element is phrase-final, which could explain (part of the) vowel lengthening. In condition 2, however, it is not, and yet we observe vowel lengthening as well (with respect to condition 0), although less than in condition 1 -see Figure 2 . We hypothesized that the pronominal would undergo lengthening in condition 2 in Majorcan Catalan (indicating prosodic prominence on the pronominal element). Thus, the results are as expected for Majorcan Catalan, but not for Central Catalan, for which no stressed pronominals were hypothesized to occur. However, this finding -lengthening of the postverbal pronominal in conditions 1 and 2 in Central Catalan -is not entirely surprising (provided that we take into account the following facts).
Because of the differences in prosodic structure in conditions 0, 1, and 2, the pronominal/article is not in the same position with respect to (prosodic) word edges in all three conditions. In Catalan, unstressed words like articles or pronouns attach to stressed words to form a prosodic word or "clitic group" (Prieto 2002 , following Oliva 1992 Aguilar et al. 2009 Aguilar et al. -2011 .
13 They attach to a lexical nucleus that they may precede (e. g. a noun, in the case of an article) or follow (like the postverbal pronominals in our study). In condition 0 (verb + article + noun), the article would attach to the noun it precedes, whereas the pronominal element in conditions 1 and 2 would attach to the verb it follows, effectively becoming word-final. Word-final lengthening is a well-known cross-linguistic effect, and there is also evidence of cumulative lengthening in phrase-or utterance-final positions (Oller 1973; Wightman et al. 1992 ; see Krivokapić 2014 for a review). Domain-final lengthening is found to extend to a longer span than simply the segment adjacent to the boundary, whereas domain-initial lengthening is said to be more local, usually affecting the initial segment only (Keating 2006; Cho and Keating 2009 ; but see Byrd et al. 2006) . The fact that the vowel in the postverbal pronominal element is the longest in condition 1 in both varieties is consistent with cumulative final lengthening -the pronominal is both word-and utterance-final in this condition. In condition 2, the pronominal is also longer than in condition 0, indicating word-final lengthening. Despite showing the same pattern across conditions, it is obvious that the two dialects show differences in the magnitude of the effect: the lengthening is more extreme in the case of Majorcan Catalan. We take this as evidence of the postverbal pronominal receiving lexical stress in Majorcan (but not in Central) Catalan. Thus, both varieties exhibit lengthening in the pronominal element in conditions 1 and 2 due to the effects of prosodic boundaries. In fact, for Central Catalan, the lengthening of the vowel in condition 1 and 2 is due exclusively to the effects of the prosodic boundaries. For Majorcan Catalan, however, the presence of lexical stress on the pronominal results in additional lengthening. The durational analysis of the vowel in the pronominal/article, therefore, is in line with the claim that Majorcan Catalan postverbal pronominal elements receive prosodic prominence, while they do not in Central Catalan.
Thus, to return to our question (is there evidence that pronominals show higher prominence in Majorcan Catalan?), our analysis of the duration data provides evidence that pronominals show higher prominence in Majorcan Catalan.
4.3 Does the stress shift from the host or is the pronominal (additionally) stressed?
Our quantitative findings coincide with impressionistic descriptions of higher prominence in the postverbal pronominal in Majorcan Catalan than in other varieties. We now address the second question, namely, whether the higher prominence on the pronominal element is in detriment of the prominence on the verb stem -a case of stress shift -or rather whether the pronominal group presents two prominences, one on the verb and one on the pronominal. The present study reported on the results of duration and vowel height analyses of the stressed vowel in the verb stem (the host), and our interpretations are based on both types of acoustic data. In Majorcan Catalan, the stressed vowel in the verb in condition 0 is longer than the same vowel in condition 2, but there are no differences between the vowel in conditions 0 and 1. We hypothesized the stress shift to be cued by a decrease in duration in both conditions 1 and 2. For comparison, in Central Catalan, the vowel is longest in condition 1, and it is shorter in both conditions 0 and 2. Why is there a longer duration in condition 1 in both dialects than expected? As noted, in condition 1, the pronominal element is utterance-final. In Catalan, the last stressed word in an utterance bears the nuclear accent (Prieto 2014) . Thus, at least for Central Catalan, while the stressed vowel in the verb is stressed and accented in all conditions in our study, it only receives a nuclear pitch accent in condition 1. The longer duration of the stressed vowel in condition 1 is consistent with findings indicating that accent, not only lexical stress, is cued by duration (Ortega-Llebaria and Prieto 2010) and contrasts with the absence of durational effects in Nadeu (2016) . In Nadeu (2016) , the target words appeared in prenuclear position, unlike in the present study and in OrtegaLlebaria and Prieto (2010) . Taken together, these findings (as well as those on vowel quality in Central Catalan) indicate that, in Catalan, the correlates of prosodic prominence are specific to different types of prominence -stress vs. accent, but also prenuclear vs. nuclear accent -and not necessarily cumulative (see also Cho and Keating 2009, on English) , which may be related to their diverse functions (see the discussion in Nadeu 2016). Earlier work (Sluijter et al. 1996a (Sluijter et al. , 1996b Fougeron 1999) emphasized the need to examine the correlates of prominence at the word vs. phrase level separately, but these results indicate that different types of phrasal stress may also make use of different correlates. An alternative explanation lies in the fact that in condition 1, the pronominal group is in final position.
Returning to the case of Majorcan Catalan, the pattern observed in conditions 0 and 2 is as predicted, but condition 1 was expected to show shorter vowel duration. We hypothesize that either the fact that the prosodic word receives a nuclear pitch accent or, more likely, the fact that it is in utterance-final position prevents the vowel in the verb to compress as much as it would in another context (e. g. condition 2). Preboundary lengthening, together with the interaction between phrasing and prominence, could also explain the lengthening observed in condition 1 in Central Catalan. Further research is needed to examine the scope of the temporal perturbation caused by nuclear accent and phrasal boundaries. Byrd et al. (2006) examined the temporal scope of pre-and postboundary lengthening in English under the hypothesis that lengthening would be maximal for those segments at the prosodic juncture and would decrease the further from the boundary the segments were. The hypothesis was partially supported, indicating that the effects of phrasal boundary may not be strictly local. Turk and Shattuck-Hufnagel (2007) also investigated the domain of final lengthening in American English and observed lengthening of components of the word before the boundary that were not adjacent to the boundary themselves. In particular, the lexically stressed syllable lengthened even when it was not the final syllable of the word, and this lengthening could not be attributed to the difference between nuclear vs. prenuclear accent.
The results of the analysis of vowel height also show a different pattern for the two dialects under study. In Majorcan Catalan, vowels /a/ and /ɔ/ are higher in the vowel space in the experimental conditions than in condition 0, suggesting the application of phonological vowel reduction. Recall that stressed /a/ alternates with [ə] and stressed /ɔ/ alternates with [o] in Majorcan Catalan. The higher values exhibited by /a/ and /ɔ/ in conditions 1 and 2, relative to condition 0, indicate that the vowels have been reduced phonologically, and thus produced as [ə] and [o] , respectively, in those conditions. In Central Catalan, however, the vowels are lower in condition 1 with respect to conditions 0 and 2, which do not differ from each other. This can be interpreted as evidence of localized hyperarticulation (de Jong 1995) of vowels under prosodic prominence (in this case, nuclear accent), which is realized as an enhancement of vowel features (i. e. vowels become more peripheral in the acoustic vowel space in positions of prosodic prominence). But, crucially, there is no evidence of phonological vowel reduction in this dialect.
In some stress-accent languages, the presence of prosodic prominence has been seen to affect the acoustic and articulatory characteristics of vowels and consonants. In particular, de Jong's (1995) hypothesis is that, under prominence, the linguistically relevant features of segments are enhanced. Evidence in favor of the localized hyperarticulation of segments comes from a variety of languages (e. g. for German: Baumann et al. 2007 ; for Italian : Calamai 2001; for English: de Jong 1995 , 2004 Lindblom et al. 2007 , among others). Our finding that /a/ and /ɔ/ are lower in condition 1, where they receive a nuclear pitch accent, is consistent with the enhancement of linguistically encoded information (the low feature of these vowels) due to higher prominence. Note that, for Catalan, Nadeu (2016) observed no localized hyperarticulation due to the presence of prenuclear accent. However, a different type of accent, emphatic stress, did result in an expansion of the vowel space (i. e. more peripheral vowel qualities, Nadeu and Hualde [2012] ). This suggests that different levels of prominence are not necessarily cued by the same correlates.
In sum, we conclude that the acoustic data discussed in the present study are in line with the claim that Majorcan Catalan postverbal pronominal elements are stressed and that the stress they receive is the lexical stress of the prosodic group, which has shifted from its position on the verb to the pronominal. In Central Catalan, on the other hand, postverbal pronominals are not stressed. The variation that we observe in the different conditions is caused by differences in phrasal accentuation and position within the utterance, but crucially not by lexical stress.
Phrasal accent and f0 contours
Finally, f0 contours were also analyzed quantitatively and qualitatively in this study. The quantitative comparison of the f0 contours observed in Central and Majorcan Catalan reveals different patterns. In both varieties, the difference between V1 and V2 is larger than that between V2 and V3 in conditions 0 and 2. In particular, it was found that the pattern in these conditions (condition 0: toca la/sa cançó 'play the song'; condition 2: toca-la tu 'you play it') was a risingthen-falling one. The qualitative analyses revealed differences in the types of pitch accents observed in prenuclear and nuclear position, although the boundary tones were typically the same.
To combine the results from our two analyses, the rising-then-falling contour in condition 0 in both dialects is actually consistent with the presence of a rising pitch accent associated with the stressed syllable in the verb, which, in prenuclear position, tends to present a delayed peak (L + <H* in Cat_ToBI notation; Prieto et al. 2015) . The presence of a delayed peak explains why the highest point in the contour appears after the stressed syllable. This is shown in the contours in Figures 4 and 6 by the negative f0 difference for V1-V2 in Figure 5 . After the rising accent, we observe a fall (as indicated by the positive f0 difference for V2-V3, see Figure 5 ), as the postverbal pronominal does not receive any kind of accentual prominence. In this condition, our phonological interpretation of the f0 movements is the same for both varieties: an L + <H* associated with the stressed syllable of the verb host with the peak culminating in the posttonic syllable.
Stressed postverbal pronominals
Although we expected substantial differences across varieties for conditions 1 and 2, the data show that both varieties present the same contour in condition 2. The prenuclear accent (in the verb in both varieties) is typically realized as a rising pitch accent with delayed peak (L + <H*). Tu 'you', in nuclear position, receives an L* pitch accent and an L% boundary tone. Majorcan Catalan exhibits this contour both in tokens with and without stress shift. Our data do not allow us to determine whether the pattern in tokens with and without stress shift is phonologically the same or not. That is, it is not clear whether the pronominal is realized with an L* accent when the verb is destressed or whether it is simply not accented. It could be argued that the pitch accent of the pronominal retracts to the stressed syllable in the verb due to the stress clash with utterance-final tu, 14 but a similar pattern is found in condition 1, where no stress clash is present.
The most important finding of our cross-dialectal analysis of f0 contours was that the two dialects show different contours in condition 1 (toca-la 'play it'). Even though we found a falling pattern in both dialects, the falling pattern in Majorcan Catalan was steeper than that in Central Catalan, and its steepest part was concentrated on the second part of the contour in the former, but clearly not in the latter dialect. In other words, we found a convex contour in Majorcan Catalan and a concave one in Central Catalan. Prosodic annotation of the Central Catalan data revealed the most common pattern to be an L + H* L% nuclear configuration, which is consistent with the quantitative analysis. This is also the pattern that Prieto (2014) lists as the nuclear configuration associated with an imperative sentence. For Majorcan Catalan, we observed two patterns, depending on whether stress shift occurred or not. When it did not occur, the pattern was exactly the same as in Central Catalan. When it did occur, the verb still presented an L + <H* on its first syllable (typically aligned with the following syllable), and the contour ended with an L* and L% aligned with the pronominal. This is consistent with the quantitative analysis as well and can explain the differences between the two varieties.
To summarize, our quantitative and qualitative analyses coincide in suggesting the following intonational configurations. (i) In condition 0, there seems 14 A reviewer suggested the possibility that in condition 2 the main prominence in the pronominal group retracted to the preceding syllable ([toˈkələ] instead of [tokəˈlə]) due to the presence of stress clash. While we observe that preservation of the stress (or tonal prominence) in the verb host is more common in condition 2 than in condition 1 (which could well be due to avoid the stress clash), we did not find any token were the most prominent syllable was the second syllable in our data.
to be an L + >H* prenuclear pitch accent aligned with the stressed vowel in the verb. This is the case for both dialects. (ii) In condition 1, the intonation varies as a function of dialect. In Central Catalan (and in cases of no shift in Majorcan Catalan), there is an L + H* nuclear pitch accent aligned with the stressed syllable of the verb followed by an L% boundary tone. In Majorcan Catalan, when the stress has shifted from its position on the verb to the postverbal pronominal, we find an L + <H* L* L% configuration. (iii) Finally, condition 2, the case in which the imperative is followed by a postverbal pronominal and then by a contrastively focused full, vocative pronoun (tu 'you'), the intonational configuration seems to be the same for both dialects. In Central Catalan, there is an L + >H* prenuclear pitch accent aligned with the stressed syllable of the verb (and less commonly L + H*) and then an L* pitch accent and an L% boundary tone aligned with the vocative pronoun. Mid and high boundary tones are used sparingly in conditions 1 and 2.
What remains to be explained is why conditions 1 and 2 in Majorcan Catalan show tonal prominence on the verb even when we have evidence that the lexical stress is lost (i. e. vowel reduction applies). In condition 2, the L + >H* prenuclear pitch accent aligned with the stressed syllable of the verb could have been displaced there by an accent-clash situation triggered by the fact that the lexical stress is moved from the host to the postverbalaccusative pronominal. Nevertheless, we also find prominence on the verb in condition 1. At this point, we do not have a good explanation of what is causing this pattern, but we note that an extra prominence on a pretonic syllable is not uncommon in narrowly focused constituents, which in turn seems to be related to the phenomenon of rhetoric or emphatic stress (Nadeu and Hualde 2012; Hualde and Nadeu 2014) . Further research is needed to understand better the nature of these additional tonal prominences that are not associated with prominent syllables at the word level.
Stressed postverbal pronominals in Catalan?
At the outset of the study we pointed out that, in the Romance linguistics tradition, postverbal pronominals of the type we have studied here are usually referred to as "clitics". The existence of stressed clitics is not expected given some of their defining characteristics. One of these is that clitics may not be stressed and must therefore be attached to a host, which does receive stress (Halpern 1998; Loporcaro 2000; Ordoñez and Repetti 2006) . We also mentioned that, nevertheless, stressed postverbal pronominals are not entirely uncommon in Romance (Peperkamp 1995; Loporcaro 2000; Ordóñez and Repetti 2006; Romanello 2012) . In fact, across the Romance languages and dialects, there is substantial variation in the stress patterns observed in verb + pronominal sequences. This leads to an apparent paradox.
Under further scrutiny, however, some of the Romance varieties that had been described as allowing stressed postverbal pronominals, and being subjected to stress shift in pronominal groups, have later been found to possess two prominent syllables in the pronominal group instead of only one: one on the host and one on the postverbal pronominal. This is the case of Neapolitan, which seemingly allows for a stressed pronominal, but retains some level of prosodic prominence on the host (Peperkamp 1995) . In particular, lexical stress is retained on the verb. This is also the case of Sardinian (Kim and Repetti 2013) . The findings of Kim and Repetti's study led the authors to propose that "what has been described as 'stress shift' involved in encliticization is actually the association of the pitch accent to the entire verb + pronoun phrase, and is not a shift in word level stress" (Kim and Repetti 2013: 295-296) .
The findings of the present study suggest that Majorcan Catalan stressed postverbal pronominals result from a process of stress shift. Most significantly, the "stressed" vowel in the host is subjected to phonological vowel reduction when a postverbal pronominal attaches to the host (as demonstrated both by our duration and vowel height analyses), in obvious contrast with what occurs in Neapolitan (Peperkamp 1995) . This would mean that Majorcan Catalan is one of a very reduced number of Romance varieties whose postverbal pronominals trigger stress shift from the host to the pronominal itself -a group that no longer contains Sardinian, for instance (Kim and Repetti 2013) . Our data, thus, differ from the data reported in the only other published acoustic study of stressed postverbal pronominals on Romance (Kim and Repetti 2013) and are valuable because they document an uncommon pattern. The pattern of Majorcan Catalan may be found also in other Romance varieties, but after the finding in Kim and Repetti (2013) , reports on stress shift would need to be confirmed, along with impressionistic descriptions, with quantitative data.
The (apparent) paradox of the existence of stressed postverbal pronominals in various Romance varieties has sparked several formal analyses, which have been proposed to account for the stress shift patterns described for these varieties (see, e. g. Kenstowicz 1991; Peperkamp 1995 Peperkamp , 1997 Loporcaro 2000; Ordóñez and Repetti 2006, and references therein) . It is beyond of the scope of this article to provide a detailed analysis of these proposals, but we would like to conclude with a note on them.
It is important that we point out here that, in addition to allowing for stress to be shifted from the host to the postverbal pronominal, Majorcan Catalan differs from other Catalan dialects in the ordering of postverbal (and preverbal) pronominals in certain combinations. For instance, "give it to me" consistently takes the form dóna-me-la (DAT-ACC) in Central Catalan, but might take the form dóna-la-me (ACC-DAT) in Majorcan Catalan (Perea 2012) . This ordering constitutes an archaizing trait in Majorcan Catalan (Alcover 1916 -1917 . 15 In either order, the stress would move to the postverbal pronominal in the last position in many subdialects of Majorcan Catalan (Bonet and Torres-Tamarit 2011) . Ordoñez and Repetti (2006) argue that Majorcan Catalan postverbal pronominals are not "true" enclitics but weak pronouns. Unlike enclitics, weak pronouns are amenable to bearing stress. Also, weak pronouns, but not enclitics, can assume the inverse order -e. g. dóna-la-me (ACC-DAT) (see Ordoñez and Repetti 2006: 179-180 ). It appears sensible to suggest that stressed enclitics in Majorcan Catalan are stressable weak pronouns rather than true enclitics.
Conclusion
The goal of the current study was to provide empirical evidence of the existence of stress shift in verb + pronominal sequences in Majorcan Catalan, by comparing these sequences to sequences with no postverbal pronominal element and to the same sequences in a variety in which postverbal pronominals had not been reported to attract stress, Central Catalan. We analyzed the duration patterns of the stressed vowel in the verb and of the vowel in the postverbal pronominal, the vowel quality in the stressed vowel in the verb, and the f0 contours in three contiguous syllables: stressed vowel in the verb, posttonic syllable, postverbal pronominal element (toca-la 'you touch it'). The different pieces of evidence support the interpretation that postverbal pronominals present higher prominence in Majorcan Catalan than in Central Catalan. In addition, in the conditions where stress shift is observed, the stressed vowel in the verb exhibits variation in duration and vowel height that points to the application of phonological vowel reduction. We take this to mean that, in Majorcan Catalan, the attachment of a postverbal pronominal to a verbal host triggers a displacement of the (lexical, primary) stress, much like certain stress bearing suffixes do. Under some 15 Our own impressionistic observations are that both orderings are possible in Majorcan Catalan, but that the DAT-ACC, common with Central Catalan, order is much more common than the ACC-DAT order. The ACC-DAT order seems to us to be more frequent in older speakers; a variationist study is needed. In any case, even many younger speakers use this order from time to time or at least can process it when uttered by other speakers. There can also be subdialectal variation on Majorca regarding the ordering of pronominal elements.
conditions, such as when stress shifting may lead to a clash of pitch accents due to strict contiguity, the phrasal-prominence -but, crucially, not the lexical stress -may remain on the verbal host.
